Faculty Achieves Honor Roll

Two members of the Babson College faculty have been named to the Higher Education Honor Roll of Faculty by the council for the Advancement and Support of Education (CASE). Dr. Laurence S. Moss, professor of economics, and Earl K. Bowen, recently retired professor of mathematics, were selected as superior teachers in their respective fields.

The program of faculty recognition is part of Higher Education Week, October 19-26. According to CASE spokesperson Liz Murphy, "We are encouraging colleges and universities to celebrate and recognize the achievements and talents of educators in order to activate and expand minds for generations. Focus on those who 'make it happen,' the faculty. Salute the patience, wit and scholarship which are the tools of a great professor."

Moss, better known to some of his students as "Mandrake," performs true magic in the classroom...and well he should. In addition to his teaching of macroeconomics, microeconomics, and international trade and finance, Moss is a professional magician. He is also noted for bringing some of his sleight-of-hand to the classroom. Illustrating that "Federal regulations are just so much bureaucracy that the public gets confused, and you end up creating fires," Moss reads from a book about federal regulations dealing with occupational safety. Just as he says the word "fires," flames burst up from the pages of the book, which he immediately slams shut.

Moss believes visual effects help him to communicate information and dramatize points for his students. "The way to learn anything at all is by use of metaphor or analogy," he says. "You have to make a connection with my experiences, my 'miracles.'" He refuses to call them "tricks."

According to Professor William Case, chairman of the economics division, Moss is one of the outstanding historians of economic thought in the country. "This is a well deserved honor for Larry," he said. "He has made a number of significant contributions to the study of economic theory. In addition, he has done a number of important studies in the fields of law and economics, as well as trade secrecy and patenting, and the economics of technological change."

Bowen, who came to Babson in 1946, served for 35 years as a member of the mathematics science faculty. A prolific writer, he authored four textbooks. His Mathematics With Applications In Management and Economics is still used in Babson classrooms. Bowen's other books include Business Statistics, Computer Fundamentals, and Calculus for Management.

From 1952-1955, he served as director of athletics at Babson, and he introduced both soccer and hockey to the college.

In speaking of Bowen, John Saber, chairman of the mathematics science division said, "Babson is Babson. The numerous courses he has designed and taught over the years have been part of the story. He was the first person to introduce computers in the curriculum, initiated the computer center, and hired its first director. What can you say about the man who built the department from a staff of one to its current group of 30?" Saber added that, "After any individual met Earl, Babson immediately became their first and only choice. I should know. It happened to me."

Saber classified Bowen as a "true superstar" as a teacher, colleague, role model, and mentor. "As a mentor, to young and established faculty," he said, "Earl led the way in providing support and direction so that each individual could develop their own skills."

"As a colleague, his personal rapport with each faculty member was unsurpassed. If Earl Bowen took a stand on an issue, no one questioned that it was the right choice for Babson. When he relinquished the chairmanship of the division, he suggested that I should consider the position. How could I say no? But Earl didn't leave me hanging. He was always around to give me advice and counsel, yet all the time making sure that the final decision was mine and not his. I would not have succeeded without him." Saber's comments are laudatory and other senior faculty and administrators merely echo what he says. One indicated that "Babson can be proud of such a person, and a large measure of what we are today bears the Bowen stamp. Ask any administrator, staff member, faculty member, student, or alumna...they'll tell you that Earl Bowen is the Mr. Chips of Babson."

---

Dr. Norman Govoni

Exceptional Contributor

Dr. Norman A. Govoni has been selected as the 1985 recipient of the Walter Carpenter Award for Exceptional Contributions to Babson College, the highest honor bestowed upon a Babson College employee. Govoni, chairman of the marketing division, was honored at an all-college convocation. In presenting a plaque to the professor of marketing, Babson president William Dill cited Govoni's commitment to high standards of professional and personal life and his sensitivity and concern for his students and colleagues. "Norm has demonstrated exceptional service to Babson for 15 years and has helped Babson become the outstanding school it is today," said Dill.

In addition to his teaching and administrative responsibilities, Govoni has authored or coauthored 10 books and numerous articles on the subject of marketing. His latest book, "Promotional Management," was published earlier this month by Prentice-Hall. The book was coauthored with Dr. Robert Eng and Dr. Morton Galper, both of whom are colleagues of Govoni in Babson's marketing division. Govoni is president of a marketing consulting company engaged in marketing research, advertising, sales promotion, and public relations work. He also serves on the board of directors for a number of organizations. He has been a "inner of the Professor of the Year Award in a vote by the Babson Students and, this past spring, was named recipient of the Paul C. Stage Award for outstanding service to the Babson College athletics program.

The Carpenter Award was established to honor the memory of Babson's former vice president for academic affairs. Carpenter's career at Babson spanned three decades, during which he served variously as professor of management, chair of labor relations, dean of the faculty, and, finally, as vice president, until his death in 1980. He had a large role in Babson's receiving accreditation by the American Association of Colleges of Business (AACSB), the only independent school of business in the country so designated. Besides the prestigious Carpenter Award, an endowed chair in management has been established in his name.

Govoni, who holds a Ph.D. from the University of Missouri, is taught at Syracuse University, University of Missouri, and Bowling Green State University prior to coming to Babson in 1970. An avid long distance runner, softball player, golfer, and ice skater, Govoni resides at Evergreen Way, Medfield with his wife, Terry, and children, Laura, Mark, and Scooter. 
Marketing Competition

Do you need practical marketing experience? Enter the Philip Morris Marketing/Communications Competition. For the 17th year, Philip Morris Companies Inc. invites students to research any of its non-tobacco products/operations and submit a marketing/communications proposal that could succeed in today's competitive business world.

Winning teams in both the graduate and undergraduate categories will receive first place awards of $2,000, second place awards of $1,000, and third place awards of $500. Representatives from the winning teams will be invited, with their faculty advisors, to be our guests at Philip Morris World Headquarters in New York City, where they will present their projects to the judges and Philip Morris executives. During their stay, winners will visit an advertising agency, tour the company, and have dinner and a discussion lunch in their honor.

Judging will be based on originality, creativity, and feasibility of the project. This year's judges are: Mary Wells Lawrence, Chairman, Wells, Rich, Greene, Barton J. Manning, Chairman and CEO; J. Walter Thompson USA Inc.; Norman L. Muse, Chairman and Chief Creative Officer; Leo Burnett Company Inc.; Frank L. Minglo, President, Mingo-Jones Advertising Incorporated; William Ruder, President, William Ruder Incorporated; John W. Rosenblum, Dean, Colgate-Darden Graduate School of Business Administration, University of Virginia; Richard R. West, Dean, Graduate School of Business Administration, New York University; John A. Murphy, President, Chief Operating Officer, Philip Morris Companies Inc.; William I. Campbell, Executive Vice President, Marketing, Philip Morris USA, and Stanley S. Scott, Vice President and Director, Corporate Affairs, Philip Morris Companies Inc.

Participation in the competition offers students valuable business experience while they are still in school as well as the opportunity to have their projects evaluated by marketing and communications experts. The written proposals, layouts, storyboards, videotapes or cassette tapes that participating students produce will be excellent portfolio items, and will illustrate their talent and motivation to prospective employers.

Students interested in entering the 17th annual Philip Morris Marketing/Communications Competition should write to either Geoff Gimber or Cynthia Hawkins, Competition Coordinator, Philip Morris Incorporated, 120 Park Avenue, New York, NY, 10017, or call 212-880-3525.

Philip Morris Incorporated, the wholly owned subsidiary of Philip Morris Companies Inc., comprises the following operating units: Philip Morris USA, whose major brands are Marlboro—the number one selling cigarette in the USA and the world—Benson and Hedges 100's, Merit, Virginia Slims, Parliament Lights, and Players; Philip Morris International, which manufactures and markets a variety of cigarette brands through affiliates, licensees, and export sales organizations, and manages Seven-Up International's operations; Miller Brewing Company, brewer of Miller High Life, Lite, Lowenbrau, Meister Brau, Milwaukee's Best, and Magners; and Seven-Up Company, producer of 7UP, Diet 7UP, LIKE COKE, and Sugar free LIKE COKE in the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico and Mission Viejo Realty Group Inc., a community development company in Southern California and Colorado.

Beyond War: A way of dealing with global conflict

On Friday, October 25, from 3:00 to 5:00 in the Fo'c'sle, Park Manor North, a seminar will be given on Beyond War. Members Bill Wrenn of the Babson Office of Career Services and Diana Morley, a freelance writer, will lead a discussion movement that advocates new ways of thinking about war and conflict.

The development, deployment, and use of nuclear weapons has forever altered our environment. For the first time, mankind faces a very real possibility of complete annihilation. As a result, war has now been rendered obsolete as the ultimate arbiter of differences between nations. Unfortunately, as is clearly evident from current events, our thinking has not kept up to that fact. Therefore, a new framework for building peace must be established.

This introductory seminar will use videotapes and discussion to present this alternative mode of thinking. The dangers currently facing the world through nuclear arms will be established, and what concerned individuals can do about the threat of nuclear war. As business students and managers, we realize that the best decisions are made when we have access to quality information that addresses all facets of a problem. Broadening our knowledge increases our understanding of the problem, and with understanding comes the opportunity for action. As individuals we can no longer passively accept the current state of world affairs.

This event is sponsored by the Graduate Student Association, The Babson Roundtable, BISO and the Bahai's of Babson.

Hershey Co. Guest Speaker

This Tuesday, October 29, a prestigious and honored guest speaker will arrive at the Babson campus. Mr. William Dearden, Chairman of the Board of Hershey (chocolate) Foods Company, Inc. will be the guest of the Mergers & Acquisitions club in the second of three lectures sponsored by M & A this semester.

Mr. Dearden will address the audience on the topic of 'Strategic Planning in Business'.
Briefly

At The Pub

Tonight at the Beaver Brass, members of the RA staff will host "Pub Lite," an evening of music, games and prizes. Pub Lite is part of the National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week which Babson College is taking part in. Beginning at 9:00, the evening will include a sampling of non-alcoholic beverages, various publications dealing with alcohol and its responsible use as well as a quiz game, "Alcohol Pursuit." You're invited to come down to the Beaver Brass, and enjoy yourself at Pub Lite!

Communications Society

Attention all Members: There will be a meeting and formal workshop of the Babson Communication Society on October 28th at 6:15 p.m. in Trim 205. Guest speaker and facilitator will be from Creative Communication Strategies (a communication consulting firm). Topic of discussion will be "Using and Improving Your Voice and Decision." All members are expected to attend - please mark your calendars.

Guilty Children in Boston

The fourth annual Black and White Ball will take place at the Paradise in Boston at 8:00 p.m. on October 25. The ball is sponsored by the Brownfield Gallery and will include original video art works, dance performances, a multi-media performance, Guilty Children (previously seen here at Babson), and a Black and White fashion show. For more info, call 202-7782.

LEADERSHIP SKILLSHOP WKNDS

An informational session will be held Thursday, October 24 at 6:15 p.m. in Trim 207. Anyone interested in finding out about the weekend and the selection process should attend. Applications for the committee are now available in the Office of Student Affairs. Committee applications are due October 31.

Financial Aid

Applications for Mid-Year Reconsideration of financial aid awards are now available in the Office of Financial Aid. Students who wish to appeal their financial aid decision for 1985-86 and request additional aid for the spring semester should submit a mid-year application by November 8. Only families who have experienced financial hardship or unusual circumstances will be considered for appeal. Current financial aid recipients who wish to apply for financial aid for Winteression should submit a one page letter of application to the Office of Financial Aid by November 8. Applicants should state the amount they are requesting and their reason for taking Winteression courses.

Comm. Society Recruits

Attention Students: Membership is still being accepted to the Babson Communication Society for a limited time only. If you are still interested in joining please send your name, box number, phone number, and $10 to box 2074 by November 5, 1985.

Phantom of The Opera

At 8 p.m. on October 30, don't plan on coming to Knight Auditorium. It won't be here. Plan instead to see "The Phantom of the Opera" presented by Dennis James, a daring innovative stylist and unique artist. All witches, werewolves, black cats, ghosts, and skeletons are invited to attend this Halloween party, in costume, in preparation for the "real thing." Meet "the phantom" and Dracula (Brawn first class from Transylvania), enter the costume and pumpkin carving contests (please bring your own pumpkin if you plan to enter) dance the night away and be prepared for any other unexpected happenings in this chamber of horror. The party will conclude with Dennis James' performance of the "Phantom of the Opera," a silent movie accompanied by chamber organ music. Co-sponsored by the Programming Board, SOCO, this party promises to be one of the most unpredictable events ever to appear on Babson's campus so don't miss it!

Lost and Found

The Lost and Found is located in the Scheduling Office on the lower level of Hollister Bldg. We have many sets of keys, several pairs of glasses and other assorted items that have been turned in. If anyone is missing anything, please stop by and check the box. Also, if anyone finds anything, it may be turned in at this office. I'm always getting calls for things that have not shown up. You certainly would someone to turn in your lost items, please drop off any found items between 8:30 - 4:30 daily.

American Greetings...when only the finest will do...
Opinion

Commentary

Everyone on Campus Can Help

By Brian Carr

Animation Editor

I was an animation editor on a commuter student, I enjoyed my newfound freedom as a Boston area college student by rushing out of classes and buzzing off campus into the free world. To hell with staying on campus in a free man. Student organizations? They'll live without me. I spent the majority of my time freshwater year away from any faculty of Babson College.

Now I'm a semi-terrate junior with a simple message: student organizations at Babson are suffering from a lack of campus-wide support. We've all seen various clubs put forth their best marketing efforts in trying to increase their membership, especially among freshmen. The Babsonian and the Marketing Club held organizational meetings in Trim, the Free Press has run various advertisements asking for help, and the Babson International Students Organization (BISO) ran a very clever and hopefully successful poster campaign to drum up student memberships. Granted, not every club is in this category, but nearly all of them could benefit from increased support.

Ultimately, the responsibility for an organization's longevity rests with the student body. However, Babson students do not easily contribute to the college due to contrabutions of all parties involved - students (grad and undergrad), faculty, staff, and administrators. Therefore, Babson students should be able to rely on campus-wide support from faculty and administrators as well as students. Perhaps Mr. Jones at Alumni Hall is in a position where he can assist the Mergers and Acquisitions Club reach past presidents and treasurer of their organization for helpful advice. Or maybe Mr. Smith at Buildings and Grounds could dig up some spare space on the Babson Jazz Band, or tables for the Babsonian office. The Free Press hasn't had a faculty advisor for over a year now, and has suffered as a result.

Reply to Dr. Deal

Editor

"Raw Deal" is just that, a raw deal to the very victims it proposes to help. It is a shallow argument based on the author's lack of involvement and it's inherent problems. "Raw Deal" does not deal with fact, it explains the reader's hypothesized situation from his own current US foreign policy perspective. I am sure the American people would not support one in knowing exactly which group of children are now being killed because of military aid for by bribed/forced/otherwise. Babson's "death subsidies" is just another exploitation of the recent foreign aid and US foreign policy setbacks. I am not saying that US military aid is never inappropriate or abused by its recipients, but for the vast majority, US military aid is used for its designated purpose. Yes, you say that purpose is to subdue all nations, but if you really think that then you shouldn't be reading this article, you're the one who needs to control the world and kill those in opposition to its policies. To the editor:

The Free Press has twice printed a quote from the legendary former Townshend. As a loyal Townshend fan for many years, it is a welcome sight to see his lyrics reflected in your paper. As a fan, I welcome a challenge to try and figure out what song these great lines came from. The first quote, "My money keeps me poor" came from the Who song "Daily Records" written by Pete in 1981 for the Face Dances LP. I have yet to figure out where the second quote comes from. "Each to his own sewage". The only thing that disturbs me about the printing of his lyrics is the misspelling of his last name. It is Townshend, not Townsend, as you have printed. Surely, if you can come up with Pete's not so popular quotes that even a loyal Townshend fan can't find the origin of, you should be able to spell his name right. Us Townsend fans are not looking for any apologies, because

Letters to the Editor

To the editor:

Another reason I find this advice inappropriate is that DP assumes that this boyfriend "probably got a little sugar high" and is a "sugar boy". If DP know enough about this guy to assume such a thing? I strongly believe that DP was not qualified to make such judgment about a boyfriend. Yes, she should confide her boyfriend, but expecting a: a)

To the editor:

So far this year, the Free Press has twice printed a quote from the legendary former Townshend. As a loyal Townshend fan for many years, it is a welcome sight to see his lyrics reflected in your paper. As a fan, I welcome a challenge to try and figure out what song these lines came from. The first quote, "My money keeps me poor" came from the Who song "Daily Records" written by Pete in 1981 for the Face Dances LP. I have yet to figure out where the second quote comes from. "Each to his own sewage". The only thing that disturbs me about the printing of his lyrics is the misspelling of his last name. It is Townshend, not Townsend, as you have printed. Surely, if you can come up with Pete's not so popular quotes that even a loyal Townshend fan can't find the origin of, you should be able to spell his name right. Us Townsend fans are not looking for any apologies, because

Recently, there has been numerous fire alarms on campus - some were accidentally set off but several others were the result of misuse of fire equipment. The Fire Department has to respond to a false alarm, we not only jeopardize the fire-fighters lives but also the lives of someone who might actually be in danger.

We apologize to the Babson Community for any unnecessary fire alarm.

To the editor:

We're two Babson Students. Our experiences have shown us that the good time and fire safety equipment don't mix. Each resident hall is equipped with fire extinguishers, smoke detectors and pull boxes. These instruments are not something to abuse or play with. Most importantly, tampering with these poses a potential danger to the safety of other residents should there be an actual fire. We're keen on this issue, with any of these can be well over $500 and there is a possibility of being removed from on-campus housing.

Write to Box 140

I've been there and I know that's probably more than DP can say. Don't give advice, DP, unless you know what you are saying. If you aren't sure, contact a professional that does before you do more damage than good.

Sincerely,

(Name withheld by request)

Peter has written, "apologize. mean nothing when the damage is done."

Thank you,

Michael Sherman
Editor's Note: We regret the mistake, without apologies. Check out the inside of your Quadro's album for the staining quote.

Sincerely,

Two Concerned Babson Students

wishing machine breaks down, you don't have the right to drop it on the sales manager's head. If you had read the directions you would have known to call the company's free repair service and you could be wearing clean clothes rather than facing a lawsuit from the salesmen than wearing dirty clothes to foul. In the final comment, "Raw Deal" is just another scoop of journalism, a byproduct of a collection of second-hand opinions.

-Aonymous
The Great Communicators:  
Part I

By Steve Malloy  
News Staff

Will the real Ronald Reagan please stand up? New Soviet leaders, who have in the past displayed a similar ability to that of the "Gipper" to effectively influence public opinion, have not. Some sources have suggested the media to send out his message that he is very concerned about US-Soviet relations and that he is working hard to improve the situation. He first suggested a moratorium on tests of nuclear and anti-satellite weapons, then suggested a 30% arms cut.

The response from Washington thus far has been one of resistance. But the Carter administration by Gorbachev have been dismissed as nothing more than “propaganda exercises by Moscow.”

Specifically, President Reagan’s complaints about the Soviet “tall” has been essentially two-way. Gorbachev’s weapons would only increase the strategic advantage that the Soviets now have in this area and (2) arms control should be discussed on the negotiating table instead of being preached openly as an attempt to influence public opinion.

The Summit
Reagan and Gorbachev will meet in Geneva, Switzerland on October 19-20. Both leaders have been approached and are expected to iron out some of their differences. When asked if he would be willing to meet with Gorbachev, Reagan is planning to meet with Star Wars, Reagan will counter with arguments against Soviet human rights violations. The real important aspect about the summit meeting, however, is simply the fact that the two sides are communicating. It has been the lack of communication that is the cause of the current hostility and arms buildup which have been pointed out by many observers since Ronald Reagan took office in 1981. One does not have to be a political expert to know that a lack of communication can cause problems. When we fail to communicate our thoughts and motivations of others, we perceive those others in a wrong way. It is this problem of perception that is the reason for a lack of growth in hostility between the US and the Soviets. So, next century we should have a more clear and better understanding of the communications aspects of the two superpowers.

Speaking of smut, how many of you have been long distance affairs over the phone? It’s been over three weeks since we’ve been there and although we don’t like to receive phone bills, we’d rather get them before they equal the amount of the national debt.

Well Suzette, maybe I won’t have to pay my phone bill, seeing that two other people were issued the same personal account code as me.

As for other gripes on campus: it was not to our attention that at the BISO semi-formal “Mr. BISO” costume was conducted. Each country had its own representative, including the United States. However, the US representative was more of a mokey-wear a clown with garbage taped to it. This type of degradation to the United States is not necessary and bothered many. Peter Stattler states that “this performance was tasteless and lacked class.”

On a positive note - let’s get psyched for the Brandeis game this weekend! Babs! Looks like the undefeated season has met its justice. Goodbye and good gripes!
Grad Korner

By Andrea Sweed
Animations Staff

You might think that a man who comes from the country that gave us Minolta, Nikon and Canon would be a photographic wonder. But, think again. Yoshi Iwanson disputes that theory. While attending the Regatta this weekend with fellow Babsonians, this roving photographer spent more time looking through his lens than at the boats. Following all rules of photography, he spent considerable time lining up shots, focusing and finding just the right shutter speeds. He budgeled total strangers from among the crowd to take group shots. Fascinated by this titbit of Americana, Yoshi included in his portfolio (much to the dismay of his two people waiting in lines outside) several scenic shots of what we gentile folks call (and seldom utilize) comfort stations. I know I’d give my right arm for the chance to be capped on film standing in front of a port-a-pot. Unfortunately, there is more film on the Rainbow screens than was in Yoshi’s camera. (Translation: he neglected to load film into his camera.) I know you really got into that Kodak/Polaroid Policy case Yoshi – the one with the instant camera, instant film, instant overheads, but even the Japanese don’t have filmless cameras (or apparently comfort stations either).

PLEASE NOTE!! The Graduate Student International Career Night has been moved to next Wednesday, October 30.

MOVIE MUSINGS

By Gerald P. Skelton, Jr.
Animations Staff

Hello once again, movie fans, to another movie review. Once again, I travelled to the local overpriced theatre complex and took in a current movie. This time I saw After Hours, starring Griffin Dunne, Rosanna Arquette, Cheech and Chong, Teri Garr and a lot more. I’ll tell you one thing first – it’s not your typical movie by any means. That’s why I really like it and am recommending it right off the bat. It’s really a chance to see a movie that’s not about publicity, violence, or special effects. The story of After Hours is a little too complicated to explain, but it’s basic premise is one man’s odyssey during an 8 hour night through New York City’s Soho district. What starts out as a late-night encounter turns into an overnight ordeal that goes anywhere and everywhere. That’s what I really liked about After Hours. I never knew where this guy was going to end up next. Just when you think he’s going to be OK, the guy is thrown back into the mess and buried deeper.

The characters in the movie are great. They’re eccentric, ordinary, and nuts all the same. Griffin Dunne, who plays the main guy, proves to be a master of reaction as he witnesses all the events happening around him. Teri Garr is really funny as an insecure actor who likes The Moxees. I’m not sure who played her, but watch for the woman who hurts Griffin Dunne’s arm by slamming it with the taxi door. The scene with her phone is hilarious. These and all other characters in After Hours contribute to the overall funny/nightmarish world of New York after dark. It’s a trip that will keep you guessing, fascinate you, and, lastly, teach you to avoid making midnight dates. Until next time, I remain your man at the movies, Gerald P. Skelton, Jr.

ASK D.P.....

Question of the week:

Dear D.P.: I am a freshman and I have been invited to a party on the hill. I have heard so much about the partying men in C-1. Is it safe to go? 

Preppy

Dear Preppy: Please do me a favor. Don’t go! Those guys are typical college men. No, I’m just kidding. They guys in C-1 are really nice. However, be careful because if you drink too much, uh, the muscle guy will offer to take you home and you don’t want that to happen. Also, don’t go alone. Bring a bunch of your friends.

Dear D.P.: I am the kind of girl who really enjoys being with guys. The problem I have is that after I end up in a more-than-just-friends situation with a guy, nothing comes of it. They either act like it never happened or worse, become distant. What am I to do? It’s extremely hard for me to avoid these situations.

Unlucky Romantic

Dear Unlucky Romantic: You are being a little unfair. I don’t believe it’s extremely difficult for you to avoid these situations unless you are constantly intoxicated over the weekends. You must keep in mind, there are some guys who consider “picking up chicks” a game, and you got to watch out for these creeps. Next time you are at a party and a guy tries to pick you up, tell him to get lost or better yet, tease him.

P.S. You say it’s hard to avoid these situations, well if you don’t you are going to establish a nasty reputation.

Send questions to D.P. — Box 140.

PERIPHERALS

By GG&CO

...wherein the bitterness breeds...

DEAR CAMPUS:

This FREE PRESS barely made your box.

Write to

Box 140

FRANKLY SPEAKING

DO YOU ACCEPT GENETIC MONEY?

Prof. Wallbanger’s Drink Of The Week

We need help.
ROVING CRITIC
By Ben Namazi
Animations Staff

Well, this was a busy weekend both on-campus and off. Top party award goes to Babson’s “Preppies from Hell” (aka: The Bag) party on the Charles Sunday. Clustered around the Cam thanks uninvited by Jo Adams and the most popular group on the river. Special mention goes to the three booser-clad river jumpers; Gordon Hargraves (Gordo), Keith Holden and one other who modestly prevents me from mentioning, who braved gage, amoeba, and pneumonia when they jumped into the river at the end of the day. The party was a great success with kegs and alcohol a plenty, and music by Dave Dooner and The Nose box. They lasted till around five and then moved over into Cambridge. Great party guys, looking forward to next year.

LIVELAND SYMPHONY
By D.B.
Animations Conductor

No longer should symphony be lumped into the “liver and brained sprouts” heap. I am sure that your nine year old encounters with symphony orchestra left a foul taste in your mouth because of the absurd requirements of preps and fees. I want you to think about the symphony again; after all you are now budding adults with cultural desires! You needn’t wear your Sunday best or keep your hands in your laps...ask a friend to go with you (by the way, symphony is one of the most authentically romantic things you can do boys and girls).

Now, symphony is not only to be heard in Boston, it comes to Wellesley four times a year. But, oh, it sounds like Symphony Hall in McKenzie Auditorium during each of the Wellesley Symphony Orchestra’s Sunday performances. The orchestra members number seventy, and include individuals from age thirteen to seventy. They have been together for many, many years and feature guest players at each of their concerts. This Sunday, October 27th, the Wellesley Symphony Orchestra will be performing for you. All of you are invited, this includes Babson faculty, for a mere $3.50. The next concert will not be until next year, so I suggest going this one a try. It is not to be missed!

Sunday, October 27th at three o’clock in the McKenzie Auditorium which is on Mass Bay community college’s campus. Go through Wellesley Hills following the signs for Mass. Bay College, the Auditorium is on Oakland Street on the left hand side...this is about a four minute drive from Babson!!

The Architect Of Success
By XY
Animations Staff

Have you ever heard the expression, “His heac is getting too big for his toupee.” Well, I’m going to tell you a little about a guy who really fits that description. I mean, this man is so conceited, he has his x-rays retoched. Everything he looks in the mirror, he takes a bow. Just last week, he was carrying on a great love affair - unsatis. So you can tell what type of guy I’m talking about here.

He’s the president of a small company and his employees can’t help admiring him. If they don’t, they’re fired. He always tells his staff “of course, it’s only a suggestion, but let’s not forget who’s making it.” He likes people to come right out and say what they think. When he agrees with him. His claim that he’s self-made sure relieves the conscience of the rest of the world.

On his last birthday, he sent his parents a telegram of congratulations. I think that his swollen head is just nature’s frenzied effort to fill a vacuum. I bet I could make a fortune renting his head out as a balloon. Everytime he opens his mouth, he puts his feet in it. When he meets another egoist, it’s an an for 1. He claims to be the architect of his own success. It’s lucky the building inspectors didn’t come around during the construction. His ego is the only thing about him that kept on growing without nourishment. If you happen to meet up with this man remember to press the “down” button on his elevator shoe!
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STEELY

Over 1,000,000 test-takers have opted for the BEST in test-preparation.

Shouldn’t You?

Classes enrolling now

MTEL + GAT + ETS + GRE

Precise test can identify the areas where you need the most help.

Assistance given in:

• MTEL I, II, III, IV
• GRE + LSAT + MAT + OAT
• Fast Reading
• Speed Reading
• Worksheet

KAPLAN

The world’s leading test-prep organization.

CALL TODAY. EVENING EVEN WEEKEND CLASSES AVAILABLE.

Ask about our free refresher math program for GRE and GMAT students.

Boston 482-7420
Newton 244-2202
Cambridge 661-6955

For Information About Over 120 Centras
07754.00 CALL FREE, TOLL FREE: 466-2172

ANN & HOPE

BONY HUNTER

BECOME ONE OF OUR ON-CAMPUS RECRUITERS!

We have 100 openings you can help us fill by being our Bounty Hunter. We will pay a substantial reward for every applicant referred by you that we hire!

The longer they stay, the more money you keep making. If you are the right person, we will supply you with recruiting material. To find out if you can be an Ann & Hope Bounty Hunter, apply in person to the Personnel Department.

ANN & HOPE

ARMENIAL MALL
615 ARSENAL STREET
WATERTOWN, MA 02472
TEL. 934-5400

WANTED!!!

"Drink your big black coffee and get out of here."
PHONING

Hesitant backwash
Brown gob up he throw
Supposedly gas
Hi Phil?

Or even noxious smoke
Nothing, really
He's dead if can we phoned him
Does that answer your question?

Comb your hair and go over
Oh what a disaster.
We're missing the nod.
Oh you're an idiot.

Twenty two in nine.

— Drake Mallard Plus

Kolorless Dream

Travel a thousand miles into yourself
Can you describe what you see
Listen to what your missing
Can you believe.

Open the dusty closet.
Let your true feelings free
Look at what they took
Can you believe.

Grip our friendship tight
Forever it shall be
Feel that it is real
Can you believe.

Our vines are untangled
Now you don't know me
Your heart and mine apart
I can't believe

— Blue Nite

Passionate Accruals

She knew nothing
Absolutely nothing
But she left passion to the imagination
As individuals engaged in alliance
She stood alone waiting for compassion
She was a fire in the desert
And she had no mercy.
Like a snake on the shake
She danced for approval
In the kingdom of passion
Pent love was her final accrual

—XY—

Questions

Would a nuclear war be all that bad
To the student who has a paper due tomorrow
or the teen on the brink of jumping out of a window.

It would solve the problem of overcrowded jails,
not to mention the increasing incidence of terrorism.

There would be no more conflicts with the USSR
or debates about the MX...

How harmful might a war be? Wake
Up, look what is knocking at your back door!

— Sunshine F

Spacemen

The spaceman in the stars
On solitary mission.
He's up in space,
Surrounded by eternity.
No sound about,
But the cracking intercom.

Suddenly, it breaks down in a scream.
The man looks out of the tiny spacecraft window
Man has gone mad.
The earth's on fire.

Nuclear death spans the globe.
The fireballs spread in this darkest hour...

He's the last alive, in fright.
What now?
The oxygen is near nil.
Certain end to his life!

Yet, what is there to live
Now that the race of man is...
gone!!!

— Carlos

One In American

To L.P.
Contact dialogue can't be faced
The touch that was subsides
Into mere wires
Facial relationships fade from the distance
Yet emotional ties are reached
From one end to the other
Cries of loneliness reflect your image in my mind
Like tide pools cast upon an empty shore
We are full of sunshine
Ripples in the pool gain access to our feelings
Without looking
Reinstate the sadness
Overcome by isolation and fear
Agnostic of defeat succumbs you

Habitual actions pull at your sleeve
Sensual touch to strike the mind
Like hunters who fetch their game
The hunt to fulfill and become full
Removal of the hunger

Or emptiness, the challenge of hunger
For even if I am hungry, I am full of yet

Hazy mists may cloud your vision
Yet soon the sun will shine
And the paths will lie at your feet.

— S.E.M.

P.P.

I can feel the pressure building
I'm about to dub this tree
I hope the girls are watching me
I have to get some security

So why not just enjoy what you have
Grab a pool cue
Before it gets broken up and destroyed
My God I think I need a pretzel rod...

— The Boys

We, The One

We no longer ask why
A thousand deaths in one mind
Are we too cruel to be kind
Or blind

Party people turn your heads
Acceptance: emotion to dread
My standards aren't as high
For fear not to cry
And not to lie

Destruction of my acceptance
Is not what it should be
Dominance over the mind's eye
Is not what I should see

The believing of the hurting
Is apt to cast out
Prime requisites to human
And causes me to shout
I just said what I felt

— S.E.M.

Just Us Darling

One day you'll want me
Not that I'm being presumptuous
That's not my style
Not that I'm making assumptions
Although I can't accept denial
One day you'll be sorry I know
But again and over I'm told
All love is blind
So come on over soon darling
We'll increase our kind

— XY—

Misplaced Love

I want to run through your forest, and climb into
the sweet warmth of your night, never leaving the
soothing sanctity of your glance.
Only wish you did all else matter, but being just
human, I let the truth be stolen from me, and it
returned only in time to make me realize my own
limitations, mistakes, and weaknesses.

Who was I?
What did I do?
What ever happened to our secret well, where the
kindred spirits danced on the flames of true love.

In a word, frustration, but only to the point
of eternity, if the word only can go in front of something
that is everything, we loved, and now my heart is no
longer content to pump blood, which is just that;
blood, no longer sweetened with the joy of you
swimming within my body.

— BV
**Turn About**

We are always facing many decisions
Never knowing what to do
All you really must do
Is turn about

We travel far
We reach upon a star
But there we are
Still no star

What can you do
Where can you go
May as well try
To turn about

Look around
See what you have found
It may be a friend
Or an end to a bad trend

You thought you'd never lose
So remember to remain
Scout in whatever you say
Or whatever you do

But most of all, try and remember
To turn about.

—Newnie

---

**Boys Like That**

I asked him if he had the time
No, it's not a social disease,
be looked at me quizzically
and opened his bag as if
to find a means.

He's the same type of boy
you can talk to
although you're not quite sure if he's there
as he nods for no reason, says cool too much
and runs his hands through his departing his hair.

Have you ever encountered a male like this
the one who drink beer for show
and line the bottles around their room
so the girls can come and glaze.

What happened to romance
the boys who went WOW
and thought roses would enchant a girl,
our society is switching to one
more bewitching, where the prerequisite
is always the pill.

---Dena

---

**To An Athlete's**

**Dying Tongue**

Many have cheered your glory,

seen as eyes of "Cory",

That people say are in you,

And many people have no glory, so here's

To you, Richard Cory—

Master Cory made us sorry

That all was best in dreams

Victory is a hardship—

But of all your thoughts,

Why boast of the one

That is the catalyst of selfish pondering—

Of Dead Tongue (not speaking)—

—Seventh Blessing

---Greg Schneider

---

**Encompassed**

The one thing in this world that is abound
Is the sight of people walking around
Some have their heads held high
And others appear as if they are about to die.

All on some definitive path.

What separates the treasured,
From those who are striving to make one,

Are those who take time to use

And enjoy all that surrounds them.

It only takes a short time to hesitate,

And enjoy the gifts around us

That Mother Earth has provided for all—

Isn't life just a ball.

—Sunshine F

---

**A Class Mate**

There is a chair in the middle
Of the room,
It's empty, It's empty.
There was a girl in this class I'll
Never know, that chair is here
To show.
There is a chair in the middle
Of the room,
It's empty, It's empty.
She finished her task in this world
Images in my mind tell me
She was a good looking girl.
There is a chair in the middle
Of the room.
It's empty, It's empty.

No tears did come to my eyes
When I was told, "She died"

I felt guilty and scared
I never knew her, I felt I should care.

Time depends on tomorrow,
But not for those who have no
Time to borrow.
There is a chair in the middle
Of the room,
It's empty, It's empty.

—Child of Protest

---

**Why do we Drink... then Drive?**

Do we drink to forget all of our troubles,

Do we drink to suppress all of our fears,

Do we drink so that we may see things in doubles,

Do we drink in order to fit in with our peers.

Although the night we drink may be full of laughter,

We let ourselves go and enjoy the time,

We must not forget the morning after,

The clock rings at half past nine.

We hit the alarm in an attempt to stop the noise which seems so loud,

We close the shades to shut out the bright light,

We try and look back on the events past, are we really proud,

We ask ourselves if what we did was right.

If we made a mistake we can say it happened because we were drunk,

But on the way home, we hit a pole made of lead,

There we lay shivering with fright on our top bunk,

How do we excuse that our best friend is dead.

We must live with what we have done,

We must tell Jonny's parents that their son is dead

Was the night really that much fun,

For did we not put an end to a life which once someone led.

And all for what, a little buzz,

To be the one who could drink the most,

To drink with the guys and call them cute.

To be the ever so popular head host.

But now that all has been said and done,

Jonny is no longer sitting around.

We are sitting in court facing a charge of murder one.

And all that we can do is stare at the ground.

And ask why do we drink then drive?

—H.S.
ON WEDNESDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 2, A SIXTEEN-PAGE NEWSPAPER WAS PRODUCED IN THE BASEMENT OF PARK MANOR (BY SIX STUDENTS).

MEET THE PRESS

JOIN THE FREE PRESS PRODUCTION STAFF

WE NEED HELP LAYING OUT FLASHES, POETRY, AND ARTICLES ON WEDNESDAYS! IF YOU CAN SPARE ANY TIME AT ALL, COME ON DOWN TO THE PRODUCTION ROOM NEXT WEDNESDAY AND GIVE US A HAND!

SEE NEXT PAGE!
Ski
Mount Snow, Vermont
for $15 per day.

Purchase a MOUNT SNOW 6-PAC for $90 and enjoy six days of big mountain Vermont skiing on any Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday (non-holiday) throughout the 1985-86 ski season. Why conquer hills when you can challenge a mountain? Located in easy to reach southern Vermont, Mount Snow boasts 12 lifts (a summit gondola, 5 triple chairs, 6 double chains), 57 trails, 1700 vertical feet and 90% snowmaking. Purchase a 6-PAC at the Season Pass Office with a valid college picture I.D. The 6-PAC is non-transferable.

For more information call (800) 464-8501.
For the latest ski report call (802) 464-2151.

COURSE ADVISEMENT PROGRAM

An individual course selection advisement program is again available prior to formulating your Spring, 1986 schedule. Appointments should be arranged according to your lottery number and course selection date. For example, if your lottery number is 375, you should schedule an advisement appointment any day between Monday, October 28th and Thursday, October 31st. Please call the Undergraduate Program Office at 239-4322 or x 4322 between 9 A.M. - 12 Noon and 2 P.M. - 4 P.M.

LOTTERY NUMBERS
1 through 445
446 through 825
826 through 1129
1130 through 1154
and All Freshmen

ADVISEMENT DATES
Oct. 28, 29, 30, 31
Nov. 4, 5, 6, 7
Nov. 11, 12, 13, 14
Nov. 18, 19, 20, 21

SELECTION DATES
Friday, Nov. 1
Friday, Nov. 8
Friday, Nov. 15
Friday, Nov. 22

THE GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
INVITES ALL STUDENTS, ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY MEMBERS TO AN
INTERNATIONAL CAREER NIGHT
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1985
TRIM CONFERENCE CENTER, ROOM 201-2
PANEL DISCUSSION 7-9 PM

THE INTERNATIONAL CAREER NIGHT IS A UNIQUE OCCASION TO LEARN ABOUT THE EXCITING FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS FROM A PANEL OF PROFESSIONALS INVOLVED WITH THE VARIOUS ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS. WE ARE PLEASED TO WELCOME AS GUEST SPEAKERS:

MS. ALICIA SZENDIUCH
LOAN OFFICER
LATIN AMERICAN DIVISION
BANK OF BOSTON

MR. THOMAS MC DERMOTT
MANAGING PARTNER
ARTHUR YOUNG AND COMPANY

MR. WILLIAM BURCK
INTERNATIONAL LEGAL COUNSEL
DATA GENERAL CORP.

MR. J.M.B. KASSARJIAN
CHAIRMAN OF THE MANAGEMENT DIVISION OF BARSON COLLEGE WILL PRESIDE AND INTRODUCE THE GUEST SPEAKERS.

A QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD WILL PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO DISCOVER WHAT SKILLS ARE REQUIRED FOR MEAS WHO INTEND TO ENGAGE IN INTERNATIONAL CAREERS.

FREE-OF-CHARGE
THIS EVENT WILL BE FOLLOWED BY A SOCIAL HOUR
(proper ID required)
EDITOR'S WASTEBASKET

Top of the Basket goes to those who donated and worked at the Blood Drive last week. 209 pledges were collected, making it a success.

Flash to Suzette and Laura: You know what really bugs us? Endless bitching that proves fruitless - representatives of the Senior Class.

Flash to Campus: Coming soon - Jim Plunkett!!

Flash to Yard Workers: Please come to Part-Time Placement and get your list of jobs. Extra cash - $7/hour! We need you!

Flash to Smokey: Have you learned not to make bets anymore? Don't forget to add John onto the list!

Flash to Don "Nermin" Retalialian: First you criticized the Celts, then the Bruins and now you want to tear down the Boston Garden. Why don't you get some class? An avid sports fan.

Flash to The Doctor's Report: Rico says you are trash, your column is trash, your thoughts about Boston teams are trash. Go back to where you came from. - A real fan

Flash to S.A.L.: Happy 2 and two-thirds on Saturday! (Think I'm kidding?) Hey, how about sharing that boink with me... love, mel.

Flash to The Doctors Report: Obviously, you do not know what you are talking about. The Celts are the most dominant team in all of sports. The Bruins are on the comeback. So The Doctor should take two aspirin and call me in the morning. - Pistol

Flash to Smitty: Cosmetic surgery is not a good excuse to miss practice. - DC

Flash to KKE: Congrats on your performance in the erotic cherry eating contest! - An Observer

Flash to ZB: Don't worry they'll grow! Well...maybe not! The Other Z

Flash to Campus Security: Thanks for a great job at the North Party. The Northboys

Flash to Joe R.A.: Was that really carper fresh or are you just trying to pull the snow over our eyes?

Flash to Brad B: Happy Birthday Baby! We're gonna do it right this weekend and maybe we'll be your turn to do it on the bed. - H.S. number 1

Flash to Y and Z: Keep your thinking caps nearby, new letters are on the way. Love, X

Flash to Newest Poper: Congrats! You're such a regular guy!!! - Future Poper

Flash to Campus: Pub Lit Tonight: The Beaver Bru - 9:00 - Be there

Flash to Z Woman: Do we really sound like "aquarium" or are you just trying to make me get lost? Love, X

Flash to Suzette and Laura: The writing center is located on the 3rd floor of the library. The hours are: M-W - 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. -- T-Th - 1 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Please make an appointment before submitting your column. Thank you - Distressed Students

Flash to Sean: Liar.

Flash to the Women's Tennis Team: Good luck at the New Englands this weekend.

Flash to Gable Girls: Thanks a zillion for your tremendous support over the past few weeks, you guys are great! But, then, that's why I love ya! Stay outta my way!

Flash to Campus: The Grad Student Career Night has been scheduled for October 30 - not October 23 as previously reported in the Freep.

Flash to Campus: Sunglasses found on stairs at word processing. Contact Kay at ext. 457.


Flash to JMG: How about a quickie? - DW

Flash to (Bury) Heather May: You're terrific when you're aggressive! Congratulations on a fine weekend. - The oldest rookie

Flash to Rish: (Kami): How about some Rhode Island Ice Tea tonight?

Flash to Pledge Debbie: What's this I hear about your interview? Now that's what I call getting to know a person! Keep up the good work. Love, your GA. PS: blown any bubbles lately?

Flash to Campus: Don't forget about the buses to Boston Friday and Saturday nights. Buses leave at 7:00 and 9:00 in front of Hollister.

Flash to Accounting: Get a grip on your refund checks - the Impoverished.

Flash to Sue: Wake up. The Wellesley Fire Dept.

Flash to JR LeGates: Thanks for waking up the whole campus at 7:30 a.m. on Sunday, and continuing to keep us awake until 10. Get rid of that obnoxious alarm clock or we'll get rid of you!

Flash to Jules Levi: I'm not wearing a bra either. - An admirer

Flash to Rebecca J: Jeepers! Gosh Damnit! I drew a normal good - Barry

Flash to Circle K: Thanks to everyone who helped us with the float. You're all the best! - Marcia, Rich, Diane, Lucine, Amy

Flash to B & G: Thanks for all your help. We really appreciate it! - Circle K

Flash to Circle K: Anybody have a napkin?

Flash to L.S.: Hey LS, what's your favorite season, fall? Next time bring your crash helmet. Bryant Hall 1st floor

Flash to SW: The lace is waiting. If you're interested, send a flash next week. (Sigh)

Flash to Central 305: I was very lucky to get rid of that swan-your should see my room now. -PAM

Flash to "Z" Woman: Better watch out for that 5 monster. It's gonna getcha! What is Z date? Z you later? Yes, it really is as bad as it seems! The Other Z

Flash to Chris B: It was a wicked fun weekend! We were wicked glad you there to help with the wicked float. Wickedly yours, Amy and J.D.

Flash to Lucine and Rich: Can both of you last an entire day without talking? Marcia, Amy & Diane

Flash to CC: Stay home next time. That weekend wasn't worth discovering. The Stranded Ones

Flash to Jiffy Q: How was San Francisco? - The guys

Flash to Sue: I can hear your slamming. Beware of thin walls! next-door neighbor

Flash to Carol: One more day! - the pink robe

Flash to Mark: You, me, and Mickey are gonna have fun! - love, Kimmie

Flash to Brad B: Playing hard to get makes me want you even more so give it up. * Your Admire

Flash to Lose: We can't size it up, but you look different this year - The Gang

Flash to Spanky: Get psyched-our weekends are soon to come, first me, then us. 9 months already, time sure does fly. Many more to follow. I love you! Love ya. Buckwheat

Flash to Chris: Help! I'm getting used by the pizza man for pre-meditated key throwing. - Fingers

Flash to Bob D: Katee-Marisa wants to lose her virginity to you on the night of your birthday. Meet her at 1:00 a.m. at Mr. Donut.

Flash to Barbara: Please, please buy Scooby some breath mints. - Yana

Flash to PMS 105: "We built this city on rock and roll." - Sorry

Flash to PMS 105: Get a grip. Welcome to college - South

Flash to Mark: This is a formal apology. We're sorry, Warrats and Mike

Flash to Campus: Everyone interested in managing the men's varsity basketball team should talk to coach DeBlasi at the gym or Bill Scherer ext. 3455 as soon as possible. Scrimmage starts this Saturday.

Flash to Pam: Dude!

Flash to Campus: Lost one pair of black with white pin-striped suit pants between JC and Hollister lot, Lost on Saturday night. Please call Mike at 217-9266.

Flash to Campus: Restore our faith in the human race. Please check to see that you're wearing your own red woolen jacket not mine with my car keys in the pockets!

BOX 2481
Flash to Campus: Everyone is invited to attend the Halloween party co-sponsored by Sono and the Programming Board on October 30th from 8-11 in Knight Auditorium. Come in costume and win prizes for having the best! Hope to see you there!

Flash to Laura: Countdown's almost over - One Day till Don's The Big Girls

Flash to Mike: Lay off the giraffe Barista a rest. Her hear: can't take anymore. - Signed, D.S.B.

Flash to M & A: You'll get a big kiss out of Hershey - Thumper

Flash to Campus: Hitchcock Double Feature at Central Lounge starting at 8 p.m. The Lady Vanishes, and Suspicion. Free! Presented by the Babson College Film Society.

Bottom of the Basket goes to anybody that doesn't show up for the Babson-Brandeis soccer game. Show some school spirit, Babos!

---

* Everyone welcome all week!
  * Pizza, Nachos, Munchies
  * Alcohol awareness week
  * Mass ID's required to drink

_A Pub Lite Night_ sponsored by the RA's and Student Activities. No cover. Music, games, prizes. Steve Falcon DJ. Alcoholic Pursuits.

Thursday 9-12PM All Welcome

Friday 5-9PM All Welcome

Kevin White DJ. No cover. This week's special is O'Keefe's from Canada. 75¢ drafts. Popcorn.

Wednesday 9-12PM All Welcome

Pure drive sound with John Flaherty DJ. Starting at 10, 50¢ cover and popcorn.

---

Beaver Brau - What's on Tap

- A Pub Lite Night sponsored by the RA's and Student Activities. No cover. Music, games, prizes. Steve Falcon DJ. Alcoholic Pursuits.

- Mass ID's required to drink

---

Thursday 9-12PM All Welcome

Friday 5-9PM All Welcome

Kevin White DJ. No cover. This week's special is O'Keefe's from Canada. 75¢ drafts. Popcorn.

Wednesday 9-12PM All Welcome

Pure drive sound with John Flaherty DJ. Starting at 10, 50¢ cover and popcorn.
Rugger Romp Over Colby
A’s & B’s Both Win

By Webe Humangus
and
Mister Lister
Sports Staff

On a cold, dark, dismal, gloomy Saturday morning with weather comparable to that of Hurricane Gloria, a team traveled all the way from Waterville, Maine to boldly go where no team has gone before, to seek out and explore a new territory, to beat the Babson Rugby Team. With mud in their cleats, rain on their clothes, fire in their eyes, and determination in their hearts the Babson Rugby Club stepped onto what once was a rugby field, and was now a swamp, to further their quest for an undefeated season and a trip to the New England Tournament.

The A game was a physical contest which started out much like the morning, gloomy. After an extremely wet and tiring first half, Babson saw itself behind for the first time this season, 4-0. At halftime, the team listened to both coaches and captains, and pulled together to face another 40 minutes of Colby and mud. Babson took the field by storm in the second half with an explosive 65-yard run by Dave "I should be a wing" Cederlund to tie the game at 4-4. Andrew Zenoff made the conversion and put Babson into the lead. Babson continued to dominate play in both the scrum (the muddy guys) and the backs (the good looking, clean guys with dates). It was not until midway through the second half that Babson's knowledge of the game took over and the Beavers capitalized on two penalty kicks making the score 12-4. Great open field play was performed by pack players like Jeff "Penguin" Fernsos, Greg Murphy, Mike "Hairy Legs" McGuire and Jim "let me go" Kenefick. Scott Huselebee is also a fine example of why Babson has gotten so far. He has provided great play all year.

The backs played far beyond their expectations, led by Rich Freeman and Jeff Ackley. In a game of this nature, kicking is crucial and Jeff Kline, Chris Collin and Scott Fabian showed Colby how its done. Herman Parrasam and Brad McSherry constantly pounded the ball into Colby territory.

The second half was sparked by the ever-impressive backfield of Andy "Stain" Hathaway, Gary Mountford, Lou Dog, and Dan Collins. An unbelievable play was set up by Andy Hathaway with an explosive run by Pete "Sol" Flanagan and was capped off by a diving try by John O’Brien. Dan Rommer later made a penalty kick to end the game Babson 17 Colby 0.

We would like to take this time to thank our devoted fans and invite them to travel to Harvard to watch the New England Tournament. Kurt Smith, here's your ink.

THE
BABSON STUDENT
FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
WOULD LIKE
TO THANK
A FEW HUNDRED
SPECIAL PEOPLE

$Thank you for
Sharing the interest

Swoyer flies past Tufts
Berts Predictable Picks

By Peter Gordon

Sports Staff

Hello football followers! I would like to introduce myself to everyone who reads the old football column written by the sports editor of the Free Press. My name is Peter Gordon, but my friends call me Berti (it's a long story). I will be writing a sort of trial football pick column as a comparison to the one that already exists. I will be giving my lines of the games, and also my picks with justifiable explanations. I do not base my actions on whether I like a team, or by the flip of a coin. I plan on writing a column that is for the pleasure of my readers, not myself. If I fail in my quest, then I can put myself on the back for at least being the one to speak out in a large crowd of unhappy readers and giving the whole thing a try.

Atlanta (plus 10) at Dallas

With a 1-6 record, the struggling Falcons have no chance against the division leading Cowboys. Take Dallas and give the points.

Buffalo (plus 13) at Philadelphia

Ron Jaworski is back and the Eagles are on the move. However, the Bills invested a lot of money in Cribbs, who gave only a subpar performance against the Colts last week. Look for Cribbs to make a difference next week in breaking the spread. Philadelphia will win but take Buffalo and the points.

Denver (-3) at Kansas City

Division leading Denver is strong, but look for Kansas City to come back from the embarrassing shutout at the hands of the Rams. Denver will win but take Kansas City and the points.

Green Bay (-3) at Indianapolis

Tough one to pick. Green Bay has more potential than Indianapolis but the game could go either way. Take Green Bay and give the points.

Houston (-7) at St. Louis

Houston is coming off a big win over the Bengals and their two stars Moon and Rozier are shining bright. St. Louis has a 3-4 record, but Houston shows more desire. Only problem is Houston is 2-5. Home field advantage is big here so take St. Louis and the points.

Miami (-7) at Detroit

Miami pulled out a close one last week and the Lions made history of the 96ers -500 record. The Lions are underestimated, but Miami is just too strong. Take Miami and give the points.

Minnesota (plus 10) at Chicago

No doubt who to take here. With home field advantage and talent on the Bears side, take Chicago and give the points.

New England (-3) at Tampa Bay

Both teams come off super performances but New England is due for a few more wins. With things the way they are in Tampa, look for New England to hand them their 8th straight loss. Take New England and give the points.

Seattle (plus 3) at NY Jets

Both teams come off tough losses, but the Jets have more potential, and a better record. With Freeman McNeil healthy next week, look for him to run the Jets record to 6-2. Take the Jets and give the points.

Washington (plus 3) at Cleveland

Look for Washington to climb back into DC with a loss to the ever improving Browns. Although the Browns lost, Kosiar will continue to excel. Take Cleveland and give the points.

Pittsburgh (-3) at Cincinnati

Tough game to pick. Both teams are contenders, but Pittsburgh is proving to be getting stronger and stronger. Take Pittsburgh and give the points.

Giants (-6) at New Orleans

The Giants are sky high after their big win over the Redskins. Although New Orleans is 3-4, take the Giants and give the points.

San Francisco (-1.5) at Rams

San Fran is not a sub-300 team. The Rams have not played any tough teams. Look for San Fran to explode. My pick of the Week: Take San Fran and give the points.

Monday Night:

San Diego (plus 6) at Raiders

San Diego are proving to be tough to handle, as in years past. San Diego is a good club, but the Raiders are too tough. Take the Raiders (at home)!! and give the points.

By Keith Patriniun

Sports Staff

Last Saturday's Babson Invitational, or the Beaver Bowl as it is commonly referred to, again saw the "Babson Curse" work its magic over Suffolk University. Ever since Suffolk embarrassed the Beavers in the Invitational two years ago, they have been unable to beat the green team. Team members generally credited the phenomenon to ex-captain Dean Girds (now vacationing in Greece) who reportedly cursed them after that race.

Co-captain John Kelly, having seen the curse work twice this year, has declared Suffolk our arch-rivals and would like to run against them as often as possible. Paul Cunningham also had the noted quote, "Oh no, it happened again!"

Unfortunately for the Beavers, the curse only worked on one team as UMass-Boston took first place in the strong field consisting of Gordon, Merri- mack, St. Anselm's, Stonehill, and Suffolk.

Saturday's weather was not perfectly suited for a cross country race, the constant downpour left the trail behind the Back 40 dangerously muddy. As the lead pack started to leave runners behind, these conditions made it difficult to make-up and lost ground.

The order of finishers for Babson were Paul Cunningham, Doug Aust, John Coch- rane, Keith Patriniun, John Kelly, Eric Wroble, Scott Poulin, and Scott Timmons. Kelly, who is looking forward to the season's final meet next week said he will, "climax during his last non-professional race."

Final team scores were UMass 20, Gordon 51, St. A's 62, Stonehill and Merrimack 98, Babson 139, Suffolk 159.

The Women's race was a little more disappointing. Only St. Anselm's was able to field a full team, with Babson and Merri- mack not having enough runners. Other teams had also dropped out earlier this week.

Priscilla Burke again had a good race considering less than perfect conditions and her nagging injuries (bad knees). Brenda LaPorte who finished second for Babson (followed closely by Tracy Costello) was also disappointed by the no- shows. According to her, the highlight of the race was the t-shirts awarded at the end, since they were the only dry clothing within sight.

Jill Button, finally running in her first race, was pleased to learn that she ran two opposing runners who were being her into the ground, as they were unable to complete the 3.1 mile course.

Next Saturday will see both the men and women's teams running at home beginning at noon. Let's see some student support for the team's last race!
A Sure Thing

By Peter Goldenberg
Sports Editor

Another good week for the kid, even though Buffalo, Philly, Detroit, and the Falcons were upset winners. Here is this week's picks.

New England 28 at TAMPA BAY 20

The Patriots proved the Jets to be a hoax last Sunday, and should roll over the Bucs, who are the only team in the NFL without a win. Where are you John McKay?

at DALLAS 35 Atlanta 10

The Falcons are hot, they won a game! The Cowboys will kill the Falcons after suffering a loss to those Amazin' Eagles.

at PHILADELPHIA 27 Buffalo 13

The Eagles are unpredictable, but the Bills are just terrible.

at DENVER 21 Kansas City 17

I finally picked a Kansas City game right! The Chiefs won't be able to control Elway and Company and will fade from the AFC West Race.

Green Bay 31 at INDIANAPOLIS 13

How can I possibly pick a team that lost to the Buffalo Bills?

at ST. LOUIS 28 Houston 20

Warren Moon must read "A Sure Thing," he realized he wasn't in Edmonton and raked up 44 points last week versus the Bengals. However, he won't find the same generosity in St. Louis. Take the Cards.

Miami 27 at DETROIT 24

Detroit has 2 major upsets this year over Dallas and San Francisco. Will the Dolphins be the third? Don't count on it, losing to the Jets was embarrassing enough!

at CHICAGO 31 Minnesota 14

The driving force behind the Vikes, Joe Weider, says to go with the Minnesotas. I say no way, the Bears are just too good! Especially at Soldier Field.

Seattle 27 at NY JETS 24

Should be a good game, but look for Seattle to begin turning fair start into another playoff season.

at CLEVELAND 21 Washington 20

Municipal Stadium is about as much fun to visit as...well, Cleveland! Take the Browns in a good close game.

Pittsburgh 35 Cincinnati 24

Cincinnati's defense couldn't hold back the Oilers, never mind Louis Lippis and Mark Malone. Do you realize that Cincinnati has given up 33 points per game!?

NY Giants 27 at NEW ORLEANS 13

One question, if Lawrence Taylor and Phil Simms are so damn good, why are the Gims 4-3?

San Francisco 31 at LA RAMS 21

The Niners can't go 3-5 in the first half. The 49ers need this game a whole lot more that the Rams. Sorry Schwabby.

at LA RAIDERS 24 San Diego 17

Fouts and Winslow are back for the Chargers, it won't help very much though. Go with the Raiders.

Last Week: 9-5
Season: 41-29 (.585)
Weider Pick of the Week: Vikings over the Bears — Weidermania, it can't be stopped!!

Fall Baseball comes to Close

Look To Successful Spring

By Bill "Abe" Peck
Sports Staff

Due to last week's extended weekend, there was no article regarding the Baseball team. I apologize to our large following that have come to expect the latest about the antics of the baseball team.

When you heard last, Babson was to play Banker Hill Community College. The outcome of that game was not favorable for the Beavers. Babson came up on the short end of a 7-6 score. Banker Hill took advantage of several Babson errors to score six unearned runs. Babson made a good comeback, however, with Sophomore Bob Gorton hitting an 'out of the park' home run to draw Babson within one run in the last inning, but that wasn't enough. Babson's hitting was paced by Gorton, who also had another hit. Scott Stone, who was 2 for 3 including a double, and also George Ryan, who added another round tripper, helped to pace Babson in the losing effort. Freshman pitcher Richard Mascer took the tough loss for Babson.

Babson concluded its fall season with a home doubleheader against Bentley College. In the opener, the Beavers got another fine pitching performance from Sophomore Tony Wood. Tony went the distance, given up only 4 hits, while striking out 4 batters. Errors by Babson once again played a major factor as Bentley scored two unearned runs, and won the game by a score of 2-1. Ryan was once again led in hitting by George Ryan and Scott Stone.

Babson seemed to lose their concentration in the second game losing 11-3. Just as in previous games, poor defense contributed heavily to the margin of defeat. Senior pitcher Tim Keane picked up the loss for Babson. George Ryan further continued to pound the ball with two more hits including a line drive triple.

Babson's final fall record was 4-8, with the team having several standouts. Walbridge and Keane led the pitchers with ERA's of 2.70 and 3.00 respectively. Walbridge ended up with a record of 1-2, while Keane was 2-1. In hitting, Babson was led by Keane, who compiled a batting average of .270 and Gorton at .342, and Ryan at .333. Wade Boggs, watch out!

The baseball team will be holding several fund raisers over the next few months, including a towel sale, raffle, and the ever-popular Air Ball game. Any help you can give us is appreciated. Any questions you have can be answered by asking any team member. Regarding the last event, if you make any Knight party this year, make it this one.

Fall baseball is all over, but we'll be back in the spring, so come down and see the baseball bunch in action.

Women's Tennis

On a Roll

Salem State has now been added to the list of casualties at the hands of the women's tennis team, Salem State fell 9-0 on Monday, October 21, at Pine Manor and Regis College.

The Top 6 singles won their matches handily at Pine Manor on Friday, October 18, and the doubles followed in their footsteps to bring Babson to a 9-0 win. Regis suffered a similar loss last Saturday, October 19.

The team's five game winning streak ended Sunday when they lost a tight match to Smith College. The players from both teams were equally matched but Smith managed to pull out in front in 7 matches. The other two matches were won by number 1 Sharlene Shones (6-2,6-1) and number 5 Sue McNulty (6-2,6-3).

The State Tournament on the weekend of October 12 and 13 proved to be extremely competitive this year for the Babson women because of the mistakes made in the divisions. Although they did not win the whole tournament like in the past two years, many team members did play extremely well. Linda Nisticco and Jean Bebee, numbers 3 and 6 respectively, made it to the semifinals in singles. Number 5 Sue McNulty and Number 4 Shelley Sim made the semifinals for doubles. Sharlene Shones and Sue O'Donnell made it to the finals for singles. Overall the team came in 6th.

The whole team is looking forward to playing Wheaton College this Wednesday at Wheaton and the New England Tournament this weekend at Mt. Holyoke College.

The team's record right now is 9-4. The individual record for the top six singles players are as follows:

(1) Sharlene Shones 10-3
(2) Sue O'Donnell 10-3
(3) Linda Nisticco 8-5
(4) Shelley Sim 8-5
(5) Sue McNulty 11-1
(6) Babson--bebe 8-5

Other team members include Maryann Mayo, Marcabeth Holland, Chris Bailey, Beth Kim, Jennis Lim, Scaccia, Shelly Lawler, and Chris Corry. The team's last match is at MIT on Tuesday, October 29th. Come and watch the tennis team round out their season with a win.
Soccer has Winning Week

By Pete Slattery
Sports Staff

The Babson Men's Soccer Team's record was 2 and 1 this week with wins over Bowdoin and 4th ranked Williams and a loss to The Amherst Lord Jeffs.

The first was the most disappointing game of the season. The Beavers travelled up to Pratt field to play a highly ranked Amherst team. The Beavers played very well in the early going, and seemed to dominate. Amherst though, is also highly skilled and made the latter part of the first half difficult. Then with about 3 minutes left in the first half Amherst scored. They then added goals twice more in the second to hand the Beavers their second loss of the season.

The next game proved to be more successful. Boarding a 7:00 a.m. bus, the Babo team headed to Brunswick, ME. After the long ride, the Beavers were a little sluggish and had trouble trapping the ball on the wet field. At the end of the first half, we found ourselves down one-nil.

Realizing the importance of the situation, the Babson squad stormed out in the second half. They started winning "fifty-fifty" balls and dominating the play. They got goals from junior Dan Egan, and senior Alex Von Crann. Egan took a chip from Mark Sullivan, beat his man, and headed it home. Von Crann's goal came on a pass from Dan Caldicott, coming on his goal, Dan Egan said, "Not as much mud this time, but I like to eat lunch in Bowdoin's box." The Beavers then went on to take the 2-0 win. Mention must go to the newly aligned defense. Babo used a freshman from the Syracuse area. Egan commented, "the kid played alright."

The next game pitted Babson against the Purple Cows of Williams. We played very well the first half, and picked up a goal on a breakaway by John "Flash" Wallace. He took a pass from fiery Gino DiStefano, broke through the middle and pumped it past the goalie. Babo then finished the rest of the half on top 1-0.

The second half saw a more strong defensive effort. Williams picked up the pace and went after Babo for a while but couldn't put the ball past goalie Bob Muscaro, who had a line game.

Let’s Roll the ‘Deis

Saturday, the Beavers played the ever-famous Brandeis game. This has been one of the most fierce soccer rivalries in New England soccer history. Often the Boston Globe will call it the weekend’s best bet for sporting activity.

The rivalry started back in 1967 and has mushroomed into a contest between two of the finest Division III teams around. Every year seems to bring a more intense game. Often the winner will be selected to the NCAA post-season tourney. Each team has also won National Championshipships within the last 5 years.

Last year the Beavers upset an undefeated Brandeis in Waltham. This year, Brandeis will come to the Beaver Bowl undefeated again. They will be led by scoring threats Jeff Steinberg and Jim McCaully. Babson will be retaliating with Alex Von Crann and Dan Caldicott, supported by All-American Mark Sullivan. For the Beavers, it’s a most important battle. Not only does the word "Brandeis" strike sickness in heads of our players, but a win could mean a ticket to the NCAA tourney. The Beavers felt they had been cheated last year by not being able to come out with anything they have.

This is always one of the great Babo Sporting events every year. It attracts old players, alummi, and soccer enthusiasts from all around New England. Strong school support is also encouraged. Come out and show the team that you have "come back." Watch Babo roll the ‘deis!

Sailing Update

By Michelle Pelletier
Sports Contributor

Babson's sailing team has been doing well so far this season. At the Coast Guard Academy Sloop Championship, Babson placed third out of six teams. In addition, they won the Stonehill Invitational and placed fourth out of eight teams at the URI Southern Seris and fifth out of thirteen at the MIT Invitational. Captains Jeff Shea, Sean Curran and Tom Fitch sailed in all the regattas. Lambrichter sailed at Stonehill and URI. Kevin Burchill and John Carbone sailed at MIT and Steve Pennucci sailed at URI.

All members of the Sailing Club are encouraged to use the boats at Wellesley College. Jim Lambrichter has the sailboat and will have the availability. There are three boats currently in the water and they are available on a first come-first serve basis. A general meeting will be scheduled soon.